Up to 2 points for each freewrite. 1 point for each theme statement. Up to 4 points for stylistic polish.

- **Section 1**: Favorite house, dream house, or time denied housing based on discrimination (2)

- **Section 2**: Friendship, neighborhood, home
  - Day 1—Facing discrimination, new neighbors, someone who makes you laugh. (2)
  - Day 2—Describing a precious keepsake or your favorite car (2)

- **Section 3**: Freedom and entrapment
  - Theme statements (3 of them)—Alicia who sees mice, Darius & the Clouds, There was an old woman (3)
  - Where you want to live in the future (2)

- **Stylistic polish** — Using choice of: Juxtaposition, stream of consciousness, definition, historical background, figurative language/description, sensory imagery (4)

Total points _____________/15 Freewriting grade ________________